ABSTRACT
Thus, 8=0 naturally at the tree level, and is finite and computable as a result of higher order effects. We will come back to this point later.
Let us first comment on the fermion masses and mixings in this model. PiL = e ia plR ; P;R = e 1 p2R ; P;R = e '3R
(10) and -ia niL = nlL ; nhL = e 1 n2L ; n;L = n3L niR = e -i(a1+a4nlR ; n;R = @-ialn2R . niR = Qialn3R (11) , the mass matrices Mu and Md become real but the weak charged current in terms of the unrotated fields pi and ni looks like 
and we have ignored terms proportional to higher orders in the small We also point out that, if we keep a non-zero G, the required phase redefinitions required to get a real mass matrix are the same as in eqs.' (11) and (12), except that we must have niL = i(a3-al-a2) i(a3-a2 -2al) n3Le and niR = n3Re . That would change 6 in eq. (12) to 6 = 2al-2a3+a2.
